
Master kit Description –advanced TBA kit 
Identifying the Cause of the Problem, we call it DCA (disease causing agent), or the cause 

behind any symptom, disease or health complaint. The following are Master Vials for each 
category but they also work as pointers to the following sub-kits:  

 
Test Kits Used in Advanced TBA 
 A&P kits (5 boxes) 
 Allergy/Vector kit (in production) 
 Bacteria 
 Blood Marker kit (in production) 
 Chemical kit (in production) 
 Classical kit 

 Fungus/Mold kit 
 Metals/Radiation kit 
 Nutrition kit 
 Parasite kit (in production) 
 Tumor/Malignant kit (in production) 
 Virus kit 

 
 
1. Allergy  
2. Bacteria  
3. Bite/Sting  
4. Chemical  
5. Fungus  
6. Injection  
7. Metals  
8. Parasite  
9. Virus  
10. Emf-Cosmic 

11. Emf-Geopathic 
12. Emf-Radioactive 
13. Emf-Wireless  
14. Inj-Strain/Sprain 
15. Inj-Scar Tissue 
16. Inj-Nerve Dam 
17. Inj-Mesentery 
18. Miasm-M  
19. Miasm-F 
20. Mutation-acquired 

21. Mutation-hereditary 
22. Waste metabolic 
23. Emotional  
24. Spiritual  
25. HERX  
26. Benign 
27. MAL 
28. +POS 
29. –NEG 
30. Primary

 

1. Allergy – In TBA we do not believe the allergy is the root issue, but the symptom, or reaction, of the real 
issue. This vial indicates that the body is suffering from an allergic reaction, which is defined by an inability 
to digest, metabolize or otherwise interact harmonically with the ‘item’, which is why a person has an 
allergic reaction. Keep in mind that there are many allergies that give you little external evidence, which is 
often referred to as a metabolic allergy. Even a sub-acute reaction, happening at cell level, is causing 
toxicity though. To find the cause of an allergy, track Allergy to the other DCA’s to rule out other toxins as 
the cause. If it is not a DCA, it may be a food or beverage (track to Allergy/Vector kit for that), a nutrient 
(nutrition kit) or even a stress response, which should show under Emotional / Spiritual but may also show 
under Bach Flowers. It may also be a person or location, such as where the person works, or even a 
chemical (medication, lotion). The more specific you can be in identifying the allergy, the better the 
remedy will be and the more accurate any allergy elimination protocol you use will be. This vial can also be 
used to identify general allergies: hold the vial as you test various allergy vials you may have. Or if a person 
has a really weak organ, hold the vial for that organ, add the Allergy vial to your hand and again check the 
foods vials. This will tell you if any food will cause extra stress to that organ you are trying to heal. 

2. Bacteria – shows general signs of bacteria or the toxins they produce (neurotoxins, endotoxins, exotoxins 
anatoxin, etc), the specific Bacteria or their toxins can be identified from the Bacteria kit.  

3. Bite/sting – this vial may come up automatically during testing, or you can use it to TL a spot that may 
appear to be bite/sting related. Track this vial to the exact answer you seek in the A/Vector kit. The vials 



with red would be the ones you would test first to try and find what kind of bite or sting is involved. The 
vials in red are the most common in a typical bug bite or insect sting. These vials do not include canine 
(dog), scorpion, snake and others that are more obvious upon observation of the bite/sting location. If you 
suspect one of these, find the appropriate vials. 

4. Chemical – indicates that some unnatural or toxic chemical is interfering with the body’s ability to heal. 
You can look for what chemical that might be in the Chemical kit.  

5. Fungus – this vial represents all forms of fungus, mold, mildew, mycotoxin and prions. To find out exactly 
which one or ones of those may be causing the issue, please go to the Fungus kit.  

6. Injection – this vial indicates that the brain remembers the issue or toxin connected to an injection. In this 
case it is not detailing the item in the injection, rather the trauma of the injection itself, ie, the penetration 
of skin. You can take this vial and track it to other DCA’s to see what else the body remembers/associates 
with vaccine (perhaps a chemical preserving agent, or maybe a metal toxin, perhaps a bacteria like Pertusis 
from the DPT shot?). Likewise, if you find something like Tetanus or measles in your testing, you can track 
it back to this vial to see if the origin of that toxin was injection / vaccine. Don’t forget injection sources 
like the dentist and giving blood, tattoos, even acupuncture! The body was never intended to be injected, 
the brain generally perceives that as trauma.  

7. Metals means there may be one or more heavy metal toxins responsible for the issue. A heavy metal is a 
non-organic product or by-product accumulated in the body. It may be from vaccine preservatives, 
perhaps rods, plates or screws implanted into the body, even foods and certain environments and jobs 
expose people to many metals. In addition, the body can do get toxic and begin robbing electrons and 
create its own heavy metals. You may track it to the Metals Kit to get more specific information. 

8. Parasite – a parasite is described as anything that needs a host to survive, but that would include virus, 
bacteria and some fungus forms (known as microparasites). This vial represents macroparasites, or forms a 
bit larger than ‘micro’ including protozoa, amoeba, roundworms (nematodes), tapeworms (cestode) and 
flukes (trematodes). You may use the Parasite kit to find exactly what kind of parasite may be the issue. 

9. Virus indicates the problem is of viral origin. You can go to the Virus kit if you want to find out specifically 
which virus it is.  

10. Emf-cosmic rays compose a large part of natural background radiation on Earth. Solar winds (flares) are 
the primary source of cosmic ray activity. These were never supposed to have a negative effect on human 
life but nuclear bomb testing and creations such as HAARP on earth have deteriorated the green house 
effect enough that these rays now affect us. The primary disruption for humans occurs in protons, atomic 
nuclei, or electrons. This means that they can affect a cell just like a free radical does. Lithium, beryllium, 
boron scandium, titanium, vanadium and magnesium ions are just a few of the elements affected by 
cosmic radiation. In theory, any element on the periodic table can be affected by cosmic radiation and the 
human body is composed of specific ratios and combinations of those elements. Anything causing 
disruption is a toxic source. If this vial comes up, track it to the Metals Kit to have an idea of what elements 
are being disrupted (lithium, boron, helium, etc.) Track what you find back to the DCA’s and you should get 
an idea as to what is allowing the body to become disrupted. Also consider wearing a body EMF shield. 
NOTE: cosmic rays can be radioactive, you may need to look at that protocol as well. 

11. Emf-geopathic stress describes ley lines, or energy centers along the earth that create disrupted energy 
patterns. This can be from tectonic plate shifting, heavy electrical power lines, transformers, the way 
electrical wires criss cross through your home and even the fung shui created by home designs and general 



energy centers in a person’s life. The personal body shield is recommended if this vial comes up. On a 
deeper level, look at heart fulfillment in ones purpose on earth (fulfilling your calling or destiny), and 
showing love rather than judgment. I believe it is the energy output of the hearts intention that allows 
Geopathic stress and fung shui to allow negative effect. To learn more about what this vial represents, 
research Geopathic Stress and Fung Shui.  

12. Emf-radioactive was included to represent particles damaging enough to detach electrons from atoms and 
molecules (ionizing radiation). Once this happens the cell is damaged and enough cells with this damage 
lead to mutation, radiation sickness, cancer and death. Radioactive particle sources include: x-rays, CAT 
scans, air port luggage scanners, crystallography, certain industrial inspections, particle generators, and of 
course, exposure to nuclear elements or nuclear fallout. You hear of names like Uranium, Plutonium, 
iodine-131, cesium-137, cobalt-60, radium-226, etc., but more than 40 of the elements found in the Metals 
Kit are known to become radioactive. Track this vial to Metals Kit to find what elements need to be 
remedied. Add fairly high doses of IC-2 as well as D3 and some source of iodine, perhaps Lugol’s iodine to 
help release the accumulated radioactive particles and block the body from acquiring more.  

13. Emf-wireless represents the world of technology. I used the word wireless because the more people that 
go wireless and “convenient” with technology, the more this EMF issue seems to stand out. Wireless 
includes Bluetooth devices, wireless routers/internet (WiFi and WLAN), cell phones, remote controls, two 
way radios, wireless security systems, wireless video cameras, baby monitors, smart meters (on your 
electric meter). But this vial also represents EMF fields in general, which are emitted by any oscillating 
current, which is anything with a motor, really, but of most concern would be computers, video display 
monitors, TV’s, fluorescent lamps and the alarm clock by your bed. The body was never designed to be 
exposed to these fields but it affects some people much more than others. Those most affected would be 
dehydrated people, people with neurological weakness, not enough good fats, don’t take time to ground, 
meditate and pray, or those simply saturated in technology all day. A body shield is highly recommended 
as well as correction of whatever you find to be contributing from the list mentioned (fats, water, etc.)  

14. Injury-sprain/strain: strain is generally to the muscles, sprain is to the connective tissue. 
15. Injury- scar tissue can be the result of an old wound, surgery, accident or inflammation in the body for 

extended amount of time. One example of excessive internal formation of scar tissue is a common 
complication that occurs in breast augmentation patients, known as capsular contracture. Keloids and 
hypertrophic scars are examples of excessive scar tissue formation, which happens externally. 

16. Injury- nerve damage is generally from severe trauma, more often from invasive surgery procedure or 
even dental procedures, but physical injuries that cause enough trauma to damage nerves, neuronal 
axons, myelin sheath, etc. This vial covers the three levels of nerve damage: Neurapraxia, Axonotmesis, 
Neurotmesis. 

17. Injury- mesentery holds organs in place and contains much of the blood supply to organs; primarily 
holding the intestines in place, and the female reproductive parts. 

18. Miasm–M (came from the Male-father’s side) tells you that the issue has passed through genetic memory 
in the cellular make-up. This is a generational issue, often passing through several generations, it does not 
necessarily mean the direct parent was the cause as they may have carried it from one of their parents 
(generally because the issue was present and uncorrected in the parent for 16 years before the birth of the 
offspring in question). This represents a predisposition for a weakness, meaning the corrupted energy is 
present but the issue is not genetic in terms of having changed chromosome pairing. This option would 



cover what some consider past life trauma, but is more accurately defined as genetic memory from the 
father. You can track this vial to A&P so see what system or function is holding this energy. Miasmic issues 
are often carried in connection to an old emotion, so tracking to the Emotional Vials or Bach Flowers may 
shed more light on it. Combine any information you get there with the emotion connected to the system 
this vial tests to and you have a good idea. 

19. Miasm–F (came from the Female-mother’s side) tells you that the issue has passed through genetic 
memory in the cellular make-up. This is a generational issue, often passing through several generations, it 
does not necessarily mean the direct parent was the cause as they may have carried it from one of their 
parents (generally because the issue was present and uncorrected in the parent for 16 years before the 
birth of the offspring in question). This represents a predisposition for a weakness, meaning the corrupted 
energy is present but the issue is not genetic in terms of having changed chromosome pairing. This option 
would cover what some consider past life trauma, but is more accurately defined as genetic memory from 
the mother. You can track this vial to A&P so see what system or function is holding this energy. Miasmic 
issues are often carried in connection to an old emotion, so tracking to the Emotional Vials or Bach Flowers 
may shed more light on it. Combine any information you get there with the emotion connected to the 
system this vial tests to and you have a good idea. 

20. Mutation–acquired occur at some time during a person’s life. They can be caused by radiation, viruses, 
transposons and mutagenic chemicals, as well as errors that occur during meiosis or DNA replication. They 
can also be induced by the organism itself, by cellular processes such as hypermutation. The Y 
chromosome is passed exclusively through sperm, which undergo multiple cell divisions during 
gametogenesis. Each cellular division provides further opportunity to accumulate base pair mutations. 
Additionally, sperm are stored in the highly oxidative environment of the testis, which encourages further 
mutation. These two conditions combined put the Y chromosome at a risk of mutation 4.8 times greater 
than the rest of the genome. 

21. Mutation–hereditary (they are present in the egg and sperm cells) represents Aneuploidy, which is an 
abnormal number of chromosomes. Extra or missing chromosomes is a common cause of birth defects 
(genetic disorders). This vial represents mitochondrial (leber’s hereditary optic neuropathy), Y-
chromosome linked (male infertility), X-chromosome linked (hemophelia A, Duchenne muscular dystrophy, 
Lesch-Nyham syndrome, Turner syndrome, Rett syndrome, incontinentia pigmenti type 2 and Aicardi 
syndrome) and autosomal (Familial hypercholesterolemia, Polycystic kidney diseae, Neurofibromatosis 
type 1, Hereditary spherocytosis, Marfan syndrome, Huntington's disease, sickle-cell anemia, cystic 
fibrosis, Tay-Sachs disease, Phenylketonuria, Glycogen storage disease, Galactosemia, hereditary 
nonpolyposis colorectal cancer, hereditary multiple exostoses, , Niemann-Pick disease, spinal muscular 
atrophy, and Roberts syndrome). Modern medicine blames many things on genetics, but most of those 
issues are caused by toxins (DCA) in the parents. If this vial comes up in a pregnant woman, track it to 25 
(female) to assure it is not in the development of the fetus. If it TL high to 25, track it back to DCA’s to find 
out what the cause of it is.  

22. Waste, metabolic are substances left over from excretory processes. Either natural excretion and 
elimination of internally generated poisons (remember each cell is like a generator, while it makes energy, 
waste product is created as well), or toxin production from replication of microbes like bacteria. 
Substances to look for include the nitrogen compounds through which the very toxic nitrogen is eliminated 
from the organism (ammonia, urea and uric acid). All of these substances are product from the protein 



metabolism and generally mean that not enough water is being consumed to eliminate internal waste. 
Other substances include: water, CO2, phosphates, sulfates, insoles, medicals, food additives etc. Nitrates 
and nitrites are wastes produced by nitrifying bacteria, just as sulfur and sulfates are produced by sulfur 
bacteria. Insoluble iron waste can be made by iron bacteria by using soluble forms. If this vial comes up, 
check it against the kidney. If TL strong, need more water. Check it against the liver to see if it is other by-
products like medicals, additives, etc. You can check it against the DCA microbes to see if it is a toxin group 
making the waste in its replication cycle. If so, detox it! 

23. Emotional - this vial was created to represent the following (and original TBA vials). 
E-1 Psychosomatic This vial means there is an area the physical body cannot forgive and forget. This 
vial comes up when the person is allowing previous hurts or old, negative tendencies to over-ride the 
ability to make new pathways, or change previous pathways. To understand the art and ability of making 
new pathways, refer to Healing the Broken Brain, by Elden M. Chalmers. Test this vial against the A&P 
master vials and cross reference the emotion of that system to find out more specific information as to 
what the emotion might be or what area of your life it might be in. You may want to track this vial to the 
other emotional (E) vials to get more specific information about the area in question (experience, location, 
etc.).  
E-2 Past trauma  This vial would indicate that there is a past hurt in your life that has settled in the 
tissues of your physical body and is interfering with normal actions or functions. To get an idea of what it 
may be, track this vial to the A&P master vials and refer to the emotional patterns or tendencies for the 
indicated system. You need to support the area harboring the emotion and track the vials found in that 
system to the Bach Flower remedies. Make a remedy of the A&P and add the Bach Remedies to it. While 
you are taking the remedies, be sure to forgive the person or situation that caused the hurt so it does not 
progress into a spiritual problem. You may get more specific information by tracking this to “E3 – E5”. 
E-3 Experience –stress  This vial indicates that a situation or experience created an extreme stress to 
your physical body. It might have been a party at work, perhaps a funeral, a car accident, maybe a job 
situation or a business deal that went sour. Track this vial to the A&P master vials then to the Bach Flower 
remedies. Make the remedy with the remedy maker and then put the appropriate Bach Flowers in the 
remedy as well. Psychologically speaking, learn to view negative experiences or stressful experiences as 
times for growth. 
E-4 Person -stress  This vial tells us that a person, perhaps at work, perhaps spouse or other family 
member, is the source of the emotional stress/trauma. Track this vial to the A&P master vials then to the 
Bach Flower remedies. Make the remedy with the remedy maker and then put the appropriate Bach 
Flowers in the remedy as well. Psychologically speaking, realize that every person is only a byproduct of all 
the accumulated hurts in their life. Some people don’t know how to be any different. You don’t have to 
like them or be around them, but you don’t need to let it effect you negatively or cause you stress. They 
need your love too. 
E-5 Location -stress This vial tells us that a location is the source of the problem. You can look to 
work, home, school, or any location as a source of the stress. Track this vial to the A&P master vials then to 
the Bach Flower remedies. Make the remedy with the remedy maker and then put the appropriate Bach 
Flowers in the remedy as well. Psychologically speaking, you have a couple of choices. Either remove 
yourself from the location causing the stress or view the stress at your location in a different way so you 
won’t feel stressed about it. If the place you are in is dead end or you are unhappy, create an attainable 



goal that will put you in a location that makes you happy. If you can’t do anything about your location, 
change the way you look at it so you won’t feel stress. Find something good about the location and focus 
on it. Are you helping people? Are you making good money? Is it an investment into the children (stay 
home mom)? 
E-6 Self -stress  If this vial comes up, you are your own worst enemy. Track this vial to the A&P 
master vials then to the Bach Flower remedies. Make the remedy with the remedy maker and then put the 
appropriate Bach Flowers in the remedy as well. Psychologically speaking, you probably set standards too 
high for yourself and then feel failure when you don’t achieve them. You need to find self love and self 
worth. You need to realize that God loves you despite all the failure. Chill out and calm down. Take time to 
live, to have fun, to feel success and failure so that you can learn from both. If you can’t appreciate 
mistakes, you can’t learn from them and improve yourself and this will eventually lead to severe 
depression and hopelessness.  
E-7 Sympathy related This vial indicates you have a big heart. Track this vial to the A&P master vials 
then to the Bach Flower remedies. Make the remedy with the remedy maker and then put the appropriate 
Bach Flowers in the remedy as well. Psychologically speaking, you need to understand that taking on 
everyone else’s pain does not help them, but it destroys your health and feeds their problem. You must 
learn to do what you can to help and leave the rest to God. Sympathy dwells on negativity rather than the 
positive aspects. Help those you feel sympathy for by talking about all the good things in their life, but 
make sure you are doing this in your own life as well. This won’t give you or the other person time to 
sympathize. 

24. Spiritual – this vial was created to represent the following (and original TBA vials). 
S-1 Volition  Volition is power of the will; will power. Will is the ability to remain disciplined 
(make the right decision) despite emotional feelings (anger, hate, jealousy, bitterness, etc.) If there is any 
emotion that over rides your will, meaning you cannot remain in control of your emotions and feelings, 
you have allowed an emotional problem to become a spiritual problem. This is volition. You need to talk to 
God about the emotions you are feeling, but you must learn to discipline yourself in this matter. When you 
feel depression, anger, self pity, violence, the desire for pornography, drugs or alcohol or anything that is 
not positive and uplifting, make yourself busy or make the decision to rise above it. If you do not, you have 
a problem with volition and you will have to talk to God about forgiveness in that area. If volition has been 
a problem and you cannot overcome it or have things in your past you have not resolved with God, you 
may need to council with someone you trust on a spiritual level to help identify the root, or door, that was 
opened in your life. You can track this vial to the A&P master vials to see what system or systems are 
involved. This will give you a good idea of what the area is (liver=anger, kidney=fear, heart=lack of love, 
gallbladder=resentment, etc). Workshop 02 includes more information in this area. 
S-2 Transgression –present This vial indicates you are sinning against one of God’s laws or your own 
conscience and you need to ask for forgiveness and stop the act of transgression. Transgression against 
your own conscience can only be known by each individual, but transgression against God would be 
anything God has told you the individual not to do. This includes everything from personal conviction to 
the ten commandments: killing, hating, stealing, adultery, coveting (desiring what is not yours), etc. Stop 
what you are doing and ask God to forgive you. Make sure you also forgive yourself. NOTE: This only works 
if you are repented. 



S-3 Transgression -past This vial indicates you have sinning against one of God’s laws or your own 
conscience in the past and you have not asked for forgiveness or resolved those previous transgressions. 
Transgression against your own conscience can only be known by each individual, but transgression 
against God would be anything God has told you the individual not to do. This includes everything from 
personal conviction to the ten commandments: killing, hating, stealing, adultery, coveting (desiring what is 
not yours), etc. Ask God to forgive you and make sure you forgive yourself. Transgressions are often 
against our own conscience and we don’t allow forgiveness for ourselves. This is very important. 
S-4 Curse  Curses can be the result of being involved in ritualistic practices (usually of occult nature). 
Voodoo, black magic, spells, trances, even hypnotherapy can create or allow curses on you. They can also 
form if someone has malice towards you and you are not protected from evil doers who would wish you 
harm. You may need to council with someone you trust on a spiritual level to correct this problem. Track 
this vial to the parts of the body (A&P) that are being effected by the curse and you will have a good idea 
what area of your life might be negatively effected by it. 
S-5 Person  This vial indicates that there is a person having a negative spiritual influence on you. 
Some people harbor extreme negative energy and if your own is not positively stronger, you will be pulled 
down. This person is very likely overpowering your free will and forcing you consciously or through mental 
manipulation. Avoid that person or find a way to release the negative hold they have on you. Find your 
own free will. 
S-6 Place  This vial would indicate that a place or location that you are at or that you go to is 
opening the door for spiritual problems. The place is an extreme negative influence on you and you need 
to avoid it.  
S-7 Item  This vial indicates that there is an item in your life that is opening the door to a spiritual 
problem. It could be music, a piece of furniture, a painting, something someone gave you, etc. Look for 
symbols that appear evil (demons, eyes that watch you, hateful faces, ghosts, goblins, vampires, aliens, 
mythological creatures), violent (skulls, bones, weapons) or religious (angels, crosses, etc.) 

25. Herx – people often get what most know as the healing crisis from various programs. You may make a 
remedy and the person says they now feel flue-like, have a head ache, etc. This vial represents the 
“Herxheimer reaction” or the healing crisis. Now you have a way of knowing if the person has another 
issue going on or if the body is simply overwhelmed trying to rid the toxins it was asked to deal with. 
Remember a Herx reaction is nothing more than more detox than the elimination channels can handle. So 
either back off the program, or help the body with … a coffee enema perhaps? 

26. Benign – represents a growth or tumor which does not have the ability to metastasize (spread to other 
parts of the body via the blood or lymph system). Some growths, like a teratoma, can start as non-
malignant and progress toward malignancy so keep growths monitored. They may show benign at the 
moment but change down the road if not enough is being done to eliminate the cause of the issue. 

27. MAL – represents cancer or the possibility that cells have become malignant. This is represented by three 
main internal signs .. cells are undergoing uncontrollable growth, cells are destroying adjacent tissue, or 
cells may spread (metastasize) to other tissues via the blood or lymph system. Remember that you may 
pick up an issue that is sub-clinical, or the body shows it in TBA testing long before medicine will find it if it 
is in preliminary stages. This vials means “cells are corrupted” and doing one or all three of the mentioned 
phases.  



28. +POS – represents that the item or substance will have a positive effect on the body. This vial is useful for 
testing products, supplements, or anything desired to see if the effect will have a positive rather than 
negative or no effect at all. TBA uses a sliding scale of 0-10, with 0 being no value in this case and 10 being 
of extremely positive or ‘therapeutic’ value. If you have tested a substance or medication or whatever with 
this vial and find it very good, you can further track it to the A&P vials to see exactly what parts of the body 
will be getting the most positive effect.   

29. –NEG – represents that the item or substance will have a negative effect on the body. This vial is useful for 
testing products, supplements, or anything desired to see if the effect will have a negative rather than 
positive or no effect at all. TBA uses a sliding scale of 0-10, with 0 being no value in this case and 10 being 
of extremely hazard (-10). If you have tested a substance or medication or whatever with this vial and find 
that substance harmful, you can further track it to the A&P vials to see exactly what parts of the body will 
gain the most harm. This is helpful in cases where a medication needs to be used so you might add an herb 
or supplement to support the system/s that are most effected according to the test.   

30. Primary – this vial was created to help identify THE most important issue, or that issue that is most 
threatening to human health at the time. It bypasses the symptomology and goes to the cause of the 
problem. Because most health assessment is based on either nutrition or system dysfunction or toxin 
build-up, or worst, symptom based, this vial includes all of these and allows the user to identify what the 
body (or brain that is continually monitoring the body) considers to be the most pressing, or primary issue. 
 


